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2/29 This Seminar: 

How Zcash Uses zk-SNARKs? 

A Variation of the State-of-the-art 
zk-SNARK with Non-malleable Proofs. 

- Shahla Atapoor and Karim Baghery. Simulation Extractability in

Groth's zk-SNARK. ESORICS International Workshop on

Cryptocurrencies and Blockchain Technology (CBT 2019), volume

11737 of LNCS, Luxembourg, September 26-27, 2019; Springer.

- Shahla Atapoor. On Privacy Preserving Blockchains and zk-

SNARKs, M.Sc thesis, University of Tartu, Tartu, 2019.



3/29 Introduction: Bitcoin and Blockchains

 Bitcoin: A decentralized digital currency

 Prevents double-spending with   

broadcast every transaction into a 

public ledger (blockchain)

Block 2000

Proof of work:

0000009857vvv

Previous block:

000000432qrza1

A → B   3B

C  → D   9B

E  → F   2B

…

Block …

…

Block 3001

Proof of work:

0000002018dec

Previous block:

0000001238e6

F  → M    1B

U  → T    3B

M  → B    5B

…

Block 2001

Proof of work:

0000009718e3

Previous block:

0000009857vvv

G  → H     4B

D  → M    3B

N  → P     5B

…



4/29 Motivation: Privacy in Bitcoin

 Privacy Issues

 Consumer purchases (timing, 

amounts, merchant)

 Account balance revealed in 

every transaction

 …

 Pseudonymous, but:

 Most users use a single or 

few addresses

 Transaction graph can be

analyzed [RM11, BBSU12,

RS12, MPJ+13]

Block 2000

Proof of work:

0000009857vvv

Previous block:

000000432qrza1

A → B   3B

C  → D   9B

E  → F   2B

…

Block …

…

Block 3001

Proof of work:

0000002018dec

Previous block:

0000001238e6

F  → M    1B

U  → T    3B

M  → B    3B

…

Block 2001

Proof of work:

0000009718e3

Previous block:

0000009857vvv

G  → H     4B

D  → M    5B

N  → P     5B

…



5/29

 Can hide source, destination, and the value of each transaction

Zerocash (Zcash):

 Zerocash: Decentralized Anonymous Payments from Bitcoin

 Ben Sasson et al. [S&P 2014], Released on October 2016 

Block 2000

Proof of work:

000009857vvv

Previous block:

0000432qrza1

A → B   3B

C  → D   9B

E  → F   2B

…

Block 2001

Proof of work:

0000009718e3

Previous block:

000009857vvv

G  → H     4B

D  → M    5B

N  → P     5B

…

Block 2000

Proof of work:

000009857vvv

Previous block:

0000432qrza1

?  → ?   ?€

?  → ?   ?€

?  → ?   ?€

…

Block 2001

Proof of work:

0000009718e3

Previous block:

000009857vvv

?  → ?   ?€

?  → ?   ?€

?  → ?   ?€

…



6/29 Preliminaries: zk-SNARKs
zero-knowledge 

Succinct

Non-interactive

ARgument of 

Knowledge 

 Zero-knowledge: verifier learns nothing

about witness from proof

Prover Verifier

CRS Generator 
(Trusted Third Party)

CRS←CRSGen(1𝑛, 𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑖𝑡)

(stat, proof)

proof ←Prove(CRS, stat, witness) {1, 0} ←Verify(CRS, stat, proof)

(stat, witness)  RL

 Completeness: honest prover always

convinces honest verifier

 Knowledge Soundness: Prover convinces 

honest verifier that he knows some secret 

“witness”

 Succinct: the size of proof is short

(constant number of elements)

Some statements:

- “I know sk for pk = gsk ”

- “I prove V = V1 + V2”

- “I computed y = f(x, 𝑦)
correctly” 

- “I control address1 on 

blockchain, I know sk ” 

- … 



7/29 How to Use zk-SNARKs:

Prover Verifier

CRS Generator 
(Trusted Third Party)

CRS←CRSGen(1𝑛, 𝐂 )

(stat, proof)

proof ←P(CRS, stat, witness) {1, 0} ←V(CRS, stat, proof)

(stat, witness)  RL

 ZK-SNARKs can be used to prove the

integrity of any computation that can be

written as an arithmetic circuit.

𝐂 : A Circuit that 

Encodes a Computation

… …

stat witness

stat

 Knowledge Soundness of zk-SNARKs guarantees correctness of computations

 Zero-Knowledge of zk-SNARKs can preserve privacy of the prover. 

 Various Applications: Zcash, Verifiable Computations, Hawk, …



8/29 Zerocash (Zcash): A DAP instance 

 A Decentralized Anonymous Payments 

(DAP) scheme

Setup (PP)

Create Address

Mint (New Coin)

Pour (Spending)

Verify Transaction

Receive

an instantiation with 

128-bit security

Main tool to 

get anonymity
zk-SNARK



9/29 Minting in Zcash:

 Minting: Creating a new coin

 User A picks random 𝒂𝒔𝒌
𝑨 and sets 𝒂𝒑𝒌

𝑨 := 𝑷𝑹𝑭𝒂𝒔𝒌
𝒂𝒅𝒅𝒓(0) = 𝑯(𝒂𝒔𝒌

𝟐𝟓𝟔 𝟎𝟎 𝟎𝟐𝟓𝟒)

𝜌 (randomness of 𝑠𝑛)

𝑠

cm

commit 𝑟

commit

𝑘

𝑎𝑝𝑘
𝐴

𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝑣, 𝑘, 𝑠, 𝑐𝑚

𝒌 ≔ 𝑪𝒐𝒎𝒎𝒓 𝒂𝒑𝒌
𝑨 , 𝝆 𝒄𝒎 ≔ 𝑪𝒐𝒎𝒎𝒔 𝒗, 𝒌

 User A picks random 𝝆 and sets 𝒔𝒏𝑨:= 𝑷𝑹𝑭𝒂𝒔𝒌
𝒔𝒏 (𝝆) = 𝑯(𝒂𝒔𝒌

𝟐𝟓𝟔 𝟎𝟏 𝝆𝟐𝟓𝟒),   

PRF𝑎𝑠𝑘

PRF

𝑎𝑠𝑘

𝑠𝑛𝐴

𝑣
(value)

I hereby spend 𝑣 BTC

to create cm, and 

here is 𝑘, 𝑠 to prove

consistency.M
in

ti
n

g



10/29 Minting in Zcash:

 Minting: Creating a new coin

 User A picks random 𝒂𝒔𝒌
𝑨 and sets 𝒂𝒑𝒌

𝑨 := 𝑷𝑹𝑭𝒂𝒔𝒌
𝒂𝒅𝒅𝒓(0) = 𝑯(𝒂𝒔𝒌

𝟐𝟓𝟔 𝟎𝟎 𝟎𝟐𝟓𝟒)

𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝑣, 𝑘, 𝑠, 𝑐𝑚

𝒌 ≔ 𝑪𝒐𝒎𝒎𝒓 𝒂𝒑𝒌
𝑨 , 𝝆 𝒄𝒎 ≔ 𝑪𝒐𝒎𝒎𝒔 𝒗, 𝒌

 User A picks random 𝝆 and sets 𝒔𝒏𝑨:= 𝑷𝑹𝑭𝒂𝒔𝒌
𝒔𝒏 (𝝆) = 𝑯(𝒂𝒔𝒌

𝟐𝟓𝟔 𝟎𝟏 𝝆𝟐𝟓𝟒),   

I hereby spend 𝑣 BTC

to create cm, and 

here is 𝑘, 𝑠 to prove

consistency.M
in

ti
n

g

cm3

cm4

cm2

cm5

cm1

cm6

cm7

cm8

C
R

H
C

R
H

C
R

H

C
R

H
C

R
H

C
R

H

C
R

H

Root rt

CMLIST



11/29 Spending (Pour) in Zcash:

Initialization: User B generated an address (𝒂𝒔𝒌
𝑩 , 𝒂𝒑𝒌

𝑩 ) and user A knows 𝒂𝒑𝒌
𝑩

𝜌𝑛𝑒𝑤 (randomness of 𝑠𝑛)

PRF𝑠𝑛𝑒𝑤

(serial number)   𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑤

𝑣new

(new value)

(coin commitment) 𝑐𝑚𝑛𝑒𝑤

commit 𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑤

commit

𝑘

I am using up a coin with value 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑑 and (unique)  𝑠𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑑, and

I know 𝐫𝐨𝐥𝐝, 𝒔𝒐𝒍𝒅, 𝜌𝑜𝑙𝑑 , 𝑎𝑝𝑘
𝐴 that are  consistent with 𝑐𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑑.

𝑎𝑝𝑘
𝐵

𝑎𝑠𝑘
𝐵

𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑟 = (𝑟𝑡,

𝑠𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑑 , 𝑐𝑚𝑛𝑒𝑤 , 𝜋𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑟)

Spending: User A uses her 𝒄𝐴
𝑜𝑙𝑑= (𝑎𝑝𝑘

𝐴 , 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑑 , 𝜌𝑜𝑙𝑑 , 𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑑 , 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑 , 𝑐𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑑) and constructs

𝒄𝐵
𝑛𝑒𝑤 = (𝑎𝑝𝑘

𝐵 , 𝑣𝑛𝑒𝑤 , 𝜌𝑛𝑒𝑤 , 𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑤 , 𝑠𝑛𝑒𝑤, 𝑐𝑚𝑛𝑒𝑤) and sends coin secrets (𝑣new, 𝜌new, 𝑠𝑛𝑒𝑤 , 𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑤) 

to user B by encryption to B’s public key and then gives a zk-SNARK proof that,

Known to B

𝒔𝒏𝒏𝒆𝒘 and 𝒂𝒔𝒌
𝑩

Unknown to  A



12/29 Constructing Zcash:

 Spending: In summary (by now)

I am using up a coin with value 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑑 and (unique)  𝑠𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑑, and

I know 𝐫𝐨𝐥𝐝, 𝒔𝒐𝒍𝒅, 𝜌𝑜𝑙𝑑 , 𝑎𝑝𝑘
𝐴 that are  consistent with 𝑐𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑑.

𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑟 = (𝑟𝑡,

𝑠𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑑 , 𝑐𝑚𝑛𝑒𝑤 , 𝜋𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑟)

1-to-1 Pour
(Spending Transaction)

old ZCash coin new ZCash coin

𝑣𝑛𝑒𝑤 destnew

value 𝑣𝑛𝑒𝑤 to destnew

sn𝑜𝑙𝑑 cm𝑛𝑒𝑤 proof…

System needs a bit 

more development 

to be practical. 



13/29 Constructing Zcash:

 Extending Pour algorithm to support …

 So they extend previous 1-to-1 Pour

algorithm to a 2-to-2 algorithm (which

makes merging and payments easier)

 Spending from several addresses (several coins)

 Possibility of paying to public addresses (e.g. 

transaction fee)

 They add some new inputs/outputs (e.g. 𝑣pub)

 Provide non-malleability for transactions 

(e.g. proofs)

 Sender (Prover) uses one-time secure

signature to sign the transaction

2-to-2 Pour
(Spending)

2-to-2 Pour
(Spending)



14/29 Pour Transaction in Zcash:

 Single transaction type for sending payments, making changes, 

exchange into Bitcoin, transaction fee

Pour

old Zerocash coin 

old Zerocash coin

new Zerocash coin

public bitcoins

𝑣1 𝑣2 𝑣pubdest1 dest2

value 𝑣1 to dest1

new Zerocash coin

value 𝑣2 to dest2

sn1 sn2 cm1 cm2 proof…
of value 𝑣pub



15/29 Pour Transaction in Zcash:

 Single transaction type for sending payments, making changes, 

exchange into Bitcoin, transaction fee

Pour

old Zerocash coin 

old Zerocash coin

new Zerocash coin

𝑣1 𝑣2 𝑣pubdest1 dest2

value 𝑣1 to dest1

new Zerocash coin

value 𝑣2 to dest2

public bitcoins

sn1 sn2 cm1 cm2 proof…
of value 𝑣pub



16/29 Proof in Pour Transaction:

 Using zk-SNARKs

proof

Prover Verifier

CRS Generator 
(Trusted Third Party)

CRS←CRSGen(1𝑛, 𝐶𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑟)

(stat, proof)

proof ←Prove(CRS, stat, witness) {1, 0} ←Verify(CRS, stat, proof)

(stat, witness)  RL

Statement: 𝑟𝑡, 𝑠𝑛1
𝑜𝑙𝑑, 𝑠𝑛2

𝑜𝑙𝑑, 𝑐𝑚1
𝑛𝑒𝑤, 𝑐𝑚2

𝑛𝑒𝑤, 𝑣𝑝𝑢𝑏, ℎ𝑠𝑖𝑔, ℎ1, ℎ2

Witness: I know path1, path2, c1
old, c2

old, c1
new , c2

new, addrsk,1
old , addrsk,2

old such that

1) The coins are well-formed

2) The apk1
old , apk2

old and ask1
old , ask2

old matches

3) sn1
old and sn2

old are claculated correctly

4) cm1
old and cm2

old appera as a leaf of

Merkle tree with root 𝑟𝑡

5) v1
old + v2

old = v1
new + v2

new+ vpub

6) The address secret key ask,𝑖
old ties ℎ𝑠𝑖𝑔 to ℎ1 and ℎ2

𝐂𝐩𝐨𝐮𝐫 : A Circuit 

for pouring

…

… witness

stat



17/29 A Sample Pour Transaction:

root 1c4ac4a110e863deeca050dc5e5153f2b7010af9

sn_1 a365e7006565f14342df9096b46cc7f1d2b9949367180fdd8de4090eee30bfdc

sn_2 6937031dce13facdebe79e8e2712ffad2e980c911e4cec8ca9b25fc88df73b52

cm_1 a4d015440f9cfae0c3ca3a38cf04058262d74b60cb14ecd6063e047694580103

cm_2 2ca1f833b63ac827ba6ae69b53edc855e66e2c2d0a24f8ed5b04fa50d42dc772

v_pub, 64-bit 0000000000000042

pubkeyHash info 8f9a43f0fe28bef052ec209724bb0e502ffb5427

SigPK 2dd489d97daa8ceb006cb6049e1699b16a6d108d43

Sig f1d2d2f924e986ac86fdf7b36c94bcdf32beec15a38359c82f32dbb3342cb4bedcb78ce116bac69e

MAC_1 b8a5917eca1587a970bc9e3ec5e395240ceb1ef700276ec0fa92d1835cb7f629

MAC_2 ade6218b3a17d609936ec6894b7b2bb446f12698d4bcafa85fcbf39fb546603a

ciphertext_1
048070fe125bdaf93ae6a7c08b65adbb2a438468d7243c74e80abc5b74dfe3524a987a2e3ed075d54ae7a53866973eaa5070c4e0895

4ff5d80caae214ce572f42dc6676f0e59d5b1ed68ad33b0c73cf9eac671d8f0126d86b667b319d255d7002d0a02d82efc47fd8fd648

057fa823a25dd3f52e86ed65ce229db56816e646967baf4d2303af7fe09d24b8e30277336cb7d8c81d3c786f1547fe0d00c029b63bd

9272aad87b3f1a2b667fa575e

ciphertext_2
0493110814319b0b5cabb9a9225062354987c8b8f604d96985ca52c71a77055b4979a50099cefc5a359bdf0411983388fa5de840a0d

64816f1d9f38641d217986af98176f420caf19a2dc18c79abcf14b9d78624e80ac272063e6b6f78bc42c6ee01edfbcddbeb60eba586

eaecd6cb017069c8be2ebe8ae8a2fa5e0f6780a4e2466d72bc3243e873820b2d2e4b954e9216b566c140de79351abf47254d122a35f

17f840156bd7b1feb942729dc

zkSNARKproof
a4c3cad6e02eec51dc8a37ebc51885cf86c5da04bb1c1c0bf3ed97b778277fb8adceb240c40a0cc3f2854ce3df1eafdcefccc532bc5afaefefe9d3975726f2ca829228

6ca8dd4f8da21b3f98c61fac2a13f0b82544855b1c4ce7a0c9e57592ee1d233d43a2e76b9bdeb5a365947896f117002b095f7058bdf611e20b6c2087618c58208e3

658cfcc00846413f8f355139d0180ac11182095cdee6d9432287699e76ed7832a5fc5dc30874ff0982d9658b8e7c51523e0fa1a5b649e3df2c9ff58dc05dac7563741

298025f806dfbe9cfe5c8c40d1bf4e87dacb11467b9e6154fb9623d3fba9e7c8ad17f08b17992715dfd431c9451e0b59d7dc506dad84aef98475d4be530eb501925

dfd22981a2970a3799523b99a98e50d00eaab5306c10be5



18/29 This Seminar: 

How Zcash Uses zk-SNARKs? 

A Variation of the State-of-the-art 
zk-SNARK with Non-malleable Proofs. 

- Shahla Atapoor and Karim Baghery. Simulation Extractability in

Groth's zk-SNARK. ESORICS International Workshop on

Cryptocurrencies and Blockchain Technology (CBT 2019), volume

11737 of LNCS, Luxembourg, September 26-27, 2019; Springer.

- Shahla Atapoor. On Privacy Preserving Blockchains and zk-

SNARKs, M.Sc thesis, University of Tartu, Tartu, 2019.



19/29 SNARKs with Non-malleable Proofs:

Prover Verifier

CRS Generator 
(Trusted Third Party)

CRS←CRSGen(1𝑛)

(stat, proof)

proof ←Prove(CRS, stat, witness) {1, 0} ←Verify(CRS, stat, proof)

(stat, witness)  RL

 Knowledge Soundness: dishonest Prover cannot convince honest verifier

unless he knows some secret “witness”,

 There must be an extraction procedure which can extract "witness"

 Simulation Knowledge Soundness (a.k.a. Simulation Extractability):

dishonest Prover cannot convince honest verifier unless he knows some

secret “witness”, even if he has seen arbitrary number of simulated

proofs.

 This guarantees non-malleability of proofs

 There must be an extraction procedure which can extract "witness"



20/29 Known SNARKs in the CRS model:

Groth 2010 [Gro10] 

Lipmaa 2012 [Lip12] 

Piniocchio [PHGR13]

Zcash [BCTV13]

Groth 2016 [Gro16]

Groth-Maller 2017 [GM17]

The most efficient one 

for QAPs but with

malleable proofs!

Only published one with 

non-malleable proofs but 

for SAPs (Inefficient)

SE: Simulation Extractable        KS: Knowledge Soundness



21/29 Motivation:  

The most efficient 

one for QAPs

but with

malleable proofs!

Only published 

one with non-

malleable proofs 

but for SAPs 

(Inefficient)

Groth 2016 
[Gro16]

Groth-Maller
2017

[GM17]



22/29 A Variation of Groth’s zk-SNARK:

More efficient than [GM17] and guarantees 

non-malleability of proofs

Groth 2016 
[Gro16]

Groth-Maller
2017

[GM17]

New 
Scheme
[AB19]



23/29 MiM in Groth’s zk-SNARK [Gro16]:

 Jens Groth. On the size of paring-based non-interactive arguments

[Eurocrypt16]

 Currently the most efficient paring-based zk-SNARK

 It is based on Bilinear paring

 Proof consists of 2 elements from 𝐺1 and 1 element from 𝐺2

 But its proofs are malleable

 Given a proof 𝝅 = 𝒂 𝟏, 𝒃 𝟐, 𝒄 𝟏 , the verifier checks if

𝒂 𝟏 • 𝒃 𝟐 = 𝒄 𝟏 • … 𝟐 + … 𝟏 • … 𝟐

 A man-in-the-middle attack: 𝒓 ← 𝒁𝒑,

𝒓 𝒂 𝟏 •
𝟏

𝒓
𝒃 𝟐 = 𝒄 𝟏 • … 𝟐 + … 𝟏 • … 𝟐



24/29 Our Technique: Intuitive

Given a language 𝑳 with the corresponding NP relation 𝐑𝑳, define a 

new language 𝑳′ such that 𝑥, 𝜇, 𝑝𝑘𝑠, 𝜌 , 𝑤, 𝑠, 𝑟 ∈ 𝑹𝑳′ iff: 

𝑥, 𝑤 ∈ 𝑹𝑳ሧ 𝜇 = 𝑓𝑠 𝑝𝑘𝑠 ሥ𝜌 = 𝐶𝑜𝑚(𝑠, 𝑟)

where 𝑓𝑠 . : 0,1
∗ → 0,1 𝜆 is a PRF function family, 𝐶𝑜𝑚(. ) is a 

perfectly binding commitment scheme.  

 We use a folklore OR technique (proposed by Bellare-Goldwasser

[BG89] to obtain EUF-CMA signatures) to define a new language 𝑳′

using the original language 𝑳 , a perfectly binding commitment

scheme, and a PRF [BG89].

 The intuition for a pseudo-random function fs(·) is that without the

knowledge of the key s, fs(·) behaves like a true random function.



25/29 The proposed variation [AB19]:

 By considering new language 𝐿′ , SNARK of Groth constructed from PPT

algorithms (𝐊𝐆𝐞𝐧, 𝐏, 𝐕, 𝐒𝐢𝐦) can be lifted to a simulation-extractable SNARK

with PPT algorithms (𝐊𝐆𝐞𝐧′, 𝐏′, 𝐕′, 𝐒𝐢𝐦′) as



26/29

 In similar practical cases, both PRF and commitment scheme are instantiated 

using an efficient SHA-256 circuit that has around ≈25 × 103 multiplication 

gates for one block (512-bit input) [BCG+14a, Zcash; KMS+16, Hawk].

Our Instantiation: 

 We need to instantiate a PRF, a Perfectly Commitment Scheme, and a one-time

secure signature scheme

 We instantiate the signature scheme with Boneh and Boyen’s signature 

[BB08] where for message m acts as follows, 
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More efficient 

than [GM17] and 

guarantees 

non-malleability 

of proofs

Performance of zk-SNARKs proposed in [GM17], [Gro16] and [AB19] for arithmetic circuit

satisfiability with an R1CS instance with 106 constraints and 106 variables, where 10 are input

variables. SE: Simulation Extractable, KS: Knowledge Soundness, BS: 𝜆-bit string

(On a Laptop with 2.50 GHz Intel Core i5-7200U CPU, with 16GB RAM, in single-threaded mode)

Groth 2016 
[Gro16]

Groth-Maller
2017

[GM17]

New 
Scheme
[AB19]
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 CRS size and CRS generation time
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 Proof generation and verification
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